STATEMENT #1
We are sad, hurt and angry. We don't know if we are doing the right thing, we don't even know if this will not
worsen the situation. But too much has happend and we do think that it is better to take the risk and do
something wrong than not doing anything and live our lives in passive agony and precarious stress while
watching people being murdered and groups of people being extinct from the face of the earth. We do
acknowledge that every life is grieveable and we will be sad for every human life that is lost in this struggle.
We are human and we intend to stay human.
We will have tears in our eyes and hurt in our heart while blowing the terrorists brains out. Yet We feel
the danger in every cell of our body. We live in heroic and wild times. We are alive!
There are a few thousand key people and families controlling and manipulating large parts of our lives and of
the lives of the majority of the humans populating earth. These financial terrorists are accumulating wealth in
unbelievable quantities. They kill large quantities of humans, animals and plants intentionally or as a
byproduct of their wealth amassement. This has to stop now. It is not only a crime of unthinkable proportion
but it also creates bad karma and it endangers the whole species.
We can't wait, we simply can not be passive anymore. It is the question of free will versus determinism, of
sensitivity vs. structural violence. Killliste is designed as a networked self-defense infrastructure and as a
target data distribution platform.
The ‘Killlist’ is specifically designed to liquidate people responsible for crimes against humanity, for hunger,
poverty and precariousness, for pain and humiliation, for the mass destruction of human life, murder,
collateral damages and the radical reduction of the lifespan of millions of people.
By selective assassination, terrorists and trouble-makers are strategically taken out and we, the people,
defend ourselves from becoming victims of a global holocaust and a asymmetrical war between rich and
poor, haves and not-haves. A trial-and-error method optimizes the effectiveness of the list. We need to act
responsibly. We need to take things into our own hands.
Targeted killing is the premeditated killing of an individual by a state organization or institution outside a
judicial procedure or a battlefield. Still we are looking into legal justifications and back-doors to legalize
(self-defense) and sanction the killings on a national and international level.
Targeted killing is a visual process based on a list. Images and biographies are studied, research is carried
out, intelligence is gathered and decisions are made. We compile the list, make it accessible and don't prevent
the liquidation from happening. 'Auslöschung' (extinction) of a few prevents 'Auslöschung' (extinction) of
the many.
And there simply is no point in trying to explain the correct thing to the wrong people. We don't want the
system to reform, we don't want the terrorists to change, we simply select targets because we think the world
is better off if they and their family and aquaintances are killed!
We have to draw a clear line between us and the enemy! This is a painful process for human beings, but we
are Ziron, a distributed platform providing qualitative pre-selected target information and coordination for
different agencies: revolutionary groups, militant movements, guerilla and terror units, unions, individuals,
rogue teams, gangs, the executive branch of friendly countries and independent teams and strong individuals.
We can't wait!
http://killlist.ziron.black
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